THE BURNOUT CLINIC

How to rapidly overcome
burnout in the workplace.

2020/2021 Edition

Workplace mental health done differently.
One vacation at a time.

We’re delighted that you have embarked on the journey to both
prevent and stop burnout from happening in the workplace.
We can empathize the complexities and challenges for People Leaders
and HR Professionals today on the front lines of their organization
ensuring their People remain healthy, happy and creatively productive.
We created The Burnout Clinic to fill the growing mental health
challenges of the 21st century workplace. As you are probably already
aware, with our fast-paced hustle culture – most of us are becoming
more troubled with burnout even with the best self-care and wellness
practices in place.
Both of us came from a story of burnout, and while it can be a painful
process for those who get stuck, we know for those who come out the
other side can be a very empowering and life transforming experience.
We look forward to be of service to you,
your organization and the community by
providing the best care, support and
clinical processes to create deep longlasting wellbeing at work for your team
and employees.

Shirley Zhou & Duncan So,
C.Ht, M.NLP, M.MER

Co-Founders, The Burnout Clinic
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RAPID WORKPLACE
BURNOUT RESPONSE PLAN:
THE

It looks like a check list, but it’s more a series of steps you need to go
through:

THE QUICK ACTION PLAN:
❑ Ensure you identify the stages of where each employee falls in the
spectrum of burnout
❑ Encourage prevention practices and activities, but also be aware
when professional support is needed and how-to easily hand-off
❑ Mental health stigma exists and properly navigating it will ensure
success in your programs
❑ Take a personalized approach; there is no one-size-fits-all solution,
understand each poor habit and replace it with a supportive habit
❑ Address the source of the problem, not just the symptoms (see MER
on page 7)
❑ Take an integrative all areas of life approach to overcome burnout

That’s a high-level summary.
Now let’s deep dive into how we can integrate a comprehensive
workplace burnout response with your existing HR programs.
This is going to be one of the MOST important guides you’ll ever read,
so make sure you follow closely…
Let’s Get Started…
theburnoutclinic.com
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The Future of Work is Human.
with an exponential growth of digital transformation
With demands to keep up with a high growth competitive
marketplace, the attention economy, increasingly open and
agile cultures, pervasive technology and an expanding and
flexible global workforce
Burnout in the workplace is an expression of the modern digital
workforce.

It’s complex, unprecedented, rapidly growing, and affects all
areas of life. The costs for organizations in lost time, money and
productivity are real and scaling.
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The Current Effects of Employee Burnout:
•
•

•
•

44% of employees feel burnout, while 23% are feeling
burnt out more than often.
Half as likely to discuss performance goals with their
manager
2.6x as likely to seek a different job
13% less confident in their performance

GALLUP
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Workplace Burnout

Pandemic Response
With the on-going COVID-19 crisis, it has compressed years of
change into months re-evaluating how we work and live in balance
among each other as a healthy community.
The workplace has become a key stakeholder in helping
employees and the community navigate their mental and
emotional wellbeing during this time. We’re reaching out as a
mental health community to bridge the gap between the workplace
and community.

Heightened fear, stress, worry and anxiety
are many of the major challenges we
struggle with during this extended
period…
➢ Working from home situations
violating healthy work-home
boundaries
➢ Online communications fatigue
➢ Caring for aging family members and
children in volatile times
➢ Feeling of being trapped and isolated
➢ Reduced vacation usage to recharge
➢ Longer work hours
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Even resilience has a threshold.
With all the self-care and preventative practices, the heightened
consistency and intensity of stress has made it a dangerous
environment for a traumatic event.

We’re living in very extraordinary times.
Don’t make Burnout a high-stakes gamble.
Take an integrative approach to balance a mix of your existing
preventative practices and new intervention programs to support your
organization.

Want to determine the state of burnout
in your organization now?
Get access to identify the state of
burnout in your organization.
www.theburnoutclinic.com/survey
Experience the survey yourself and
download it for free and adapt it to
your current workplace engagement
survey and pulse solution.
We’re here to help if you have any
questions.

theburnoutclinic.com
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But how can you get around
the stigma of mental health in the
workplace?
While providing the support for a productive
and meaningful career for your people
Even for the most People Centered high performance cultures, it’s
no secret it takes significant time, resources and leadership to build
the psychological and emotional safety in organizations needed to
thrive in today’s workplace environments.
The way we collectively see mental health is a complex social issue,
not just a workplace one. However, organizations and HR leaders
are quickly stepping up as the silent and rapid growth of burnout
and poor mental health is becoming a growing and unsustainable
problem and cost to organizations.

How we fit in.
At the Burnout Clinic, we’re committed to the practice,
education and providing of expert care for people who struggle
with burnout to restore balance in their lives. We believe your
career and work is an extension of who you are and the talents
you embody to make a meaningful difference in your
organization and the world.
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How? Burnout Retreats.
By combining premium
vacations and getaways with cutting edge mental health
tools, we clinically release the suppressed emotions,
limiting beliefs and inner conflicts driving burnout at the
source, as a positive, memorable and immersive life
transformation experience.

Signs of Burnout:
➢ High Anxiety and Overwhelm
➢ Emotional Reactivity
➢ Creative Blocks
➢ Fatigue and Poor Sleep
➢ Extreme Sadness

72.8%

Vacation days used
(average 6.5 unused days) 1

Mental Emotional Release® Therapy
used clinically for over 40 years is highly effective
•
•
•
•

Fast, painless and tremendous relief
No need to dig up old memories
No need to relive traumas
No relapses

Board Certified Master Practitioners of:
Mental Emotional Release®, Hypnosis
and Neuro-Linguistic Programming

theburnoutclinic.com
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High Level Breakdown:

The Burnout Retreat Process

1

Retreat Preparation

2

Two Day Burnout Intervention.

Meeting the Practitioner. Deep awareness exercises. Resort
selection. Flights and excursions. Work handoff. Vacation
Mode. Pack and Arrive to location!

•
•

Day 1: Getting to the root cause to identify the
underlying belief patterns, thoughts, behaviours and
feelings behind burnout
Day 2: Mental Emotional Release® Therapy to release
limiting beliefs, blocked emotions, anxiety, trauma,
phobias, and inner conflicts. Setting new outcomes.
Action Plan.

3

Enjoy the Vacation.

4

On Going Support.

Deep Relaxation, Adventure, Exploration,
Culture

Follow Up Consultations and NLP
Intervention, Situational Coaching, Training
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Online Training

All burnout retreat clients are eligible to join our Online Burnout Recovery
Program. Self-paced, we take you step by step modelling the best
practices when integrating work and life in the 21st century. You’ll gain the
knowledge and tools covering a wide range of areas from aligning values,
finding purpose, developing a career vision, integrating passion and
skills, energy management, values-based decision making and much
more…

Corporate Training Programs

We provide corporate and organizational training to enable leaders to
gain the necessary information and skills to design and implement a
culture that reduces burnout and promotes engaged and highperformance leaders and teams.

Values and Navigating the Organization, Purpose and Meaningful Work,
Realizing Career Goals and Experiences, Empowerment and Effective
Communication

Coaching Program

Work with our Certified NLP coaches to help you
fully align your goals to your values, share tools
and strategies to take action to achieve your
goals and help you navigate unplanned
situations to help you get results.

If you’re an HR or People Leader, looking to
develop a program to help your employees
rapidly overcome burnout, and develop a
highly engaged culture to prevent burnout,
speak with our team on how we can
personalize a solution that works for your
organization.

theburnoutclinic.com
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Dream vacations
like no other.
We carefully select and curate bucket list worthy,
luxury locations with affordable prices. By
combining remarkable and breathtaking
locations, we aim to create an immersive life
transforming experience when it comes to
helping
you
overcome
burnout.
With our preferred resort locations, local
partners and partner TICO certified agents,
expect to experience a truly memorable
therapeutic getaway you deserve, and return
back to work deeply recharged.
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Deep Relaxation

• Beaches and Ocean
Views*
• Infinity Pools
• Spa Treatments
• Yoga and Meditation
• Intimate Resort Living

Sea Adventures*

• Snorkeling
• Scuba Diving
• Marine Life and Reef
Exploration
• Fishing
• Kayaking
• Catamaran Trips

Land Excursions*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zip Lining
Cave Tubing
Ancient Temples
Waterfalls
Jungle Hikes
Exotic Cuisine
History and Culture

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and
international travel restrictions,
Belize and Thailand locations are
temporarily closed for 2020-2021.
Canadian locations will remain open
and follow strict government
guidelines and COVID-19 protocols
to ensure the safest experience for
our guests.

Canada
• The Hazelton, Toronto
• Elora Mills Resort and
Spa, Town of Elora

Belize*
• Victoria House and
Spa, Ambergris Caye
• Naia Resort and Spa,
Placencia

Thailand*
• The Spa Resorts, Koh
Samui

theburnoutclinic.com
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Burnout Retreat Accommodations
The Hazelton, Toronto
The Hazelton is Toronto’s first luxury boutique hotel situated in the
heart of Yorkville. Designed by internationally renowned design firm
Yabu Pushelberg, the hotel offers seventy-seven luxurious rooms and
suites. ONE Restaurant is celebrity Chef Mark McEwan’s signature
dining experience that is not to be missed, while Valmont Spa at the
Hazelton is Yorkville’s most exclusive refuge for Toronto locals and
visitors alike.
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Elora Mills Resort and Spa, Town of Elora
Nestled in the heart of a charming village, with panoramic views from
its perch atop a thundering gorge, exists a place like no other. Elora
Mill Hotel & Spa is a one-of-a-kind destination, one that enhances
experiences and heightens senses. Enjoy restful moments in our luxury
suites, excite the palate with locally-inspired cuisine, unwind with a
friend in the stylish Penstock Lounge or reconnect with the self in our
cliffside spa.

theburnoutclinic.com
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FEATURING

OUR INTERNATIONAL
TROPICAL LOCATIONS
(Re-Opening for 2022)
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Victoria House and Spa, Ambergris Caye, Belize
The Victoria House is an award-winning resort and spa located on
Ambergris Caye, offering lush greenery as you enter. Facing the beach,
Victoria House offers suites, villas and staterooms with private infinity
edge pools, hammocks and private verandas. There is an on property
3500 sq.ft spa featuring a full suite of rejuvenating treatments and
services. Enjoy their Palmilla Restaurant serving gourmet cuisine for
over 20 years, or the Admiral Nelson’s Beach Bar for a more casual and
Belizean style palapa bar on the beach with great views of the
Caribbean Sea.
Look forward to a refreshing dip in the pool and venture out on exciting
excursions both on the sea and journey on land into the jungle for a
memorable adventure. An ultimate relaxation experience.

theburnoutclinic.com
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Naia Resort and Spa, Placencia, Belize

The Naia Resort and Spa is nestled within a private 200-acre reserve on
the Placencia Peninsula. Paddleboard in the beautiful Caribbean Sea,
indulging in a customized spa ritual, or relaxing among the resort’s
secluded beach houses and swimming pools. Spacious Beach Houses
and Tree Top Villas offer all the amenities of a private residence.

You will discover the hidden sanctuary that is Naia Spa, dedicated to
providing the space you deserve to embark on a journey of self-care,
healing and renewal. The spa incorporates over-the-water treatment
suites, a fully equipped Fitness Center and a beautifully designed Yoga
and Movement Studio.
All of the restaurants have wonderful waterfront settings and menus that
showcase the very best of local cuisine. Each dish crafted with locallysourced, seasonal ingredients that showcase bright and natural flavors
and include healthy options designed to nourish you from the inside out.
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The Spa Resorts Village, Koh Samui, Thailand
The Spa Resort caters to our longer term burnout retreats and on site
detox program, ranging from a minimum of 7 days to 3 weeks with daily
clinical monitoring, training and coaching from our partners of experts.
Located on the mountain side above Lamai Village, this luxury resort
features a detox program combining juices, semi-fasting, and deep tissue
herbal cleanses, combining both ancient and contemporary nutritional
science.
The on-site spa offers brings in expert massage therapists tampering you
with a full ranges of massages from Thai herbal oil, foot, Chi Nei Tsang,
and Ampuko massages, alongside body scrubs, wraps, and healing facials.
There is also a herbal steam bath with powerful skin and lung detox
properties.

Enjoy and learn about the practices of Yoga, Qi Gong, and meditation with
expert on-site instructors

theburnoutclinic.com
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Virtual Therapy with

While there’s nothing that can truly top an in-person and on-location
experience, we offer a virtual experience with our two-day burnout
intervention process.
It can be combined with or without the unique on-location
experience.

HIPPA Compliant
HIPPA Compliance means our
platform with Thera-Link protects
your privacy with state-of-the-art
encryption

Secure Video Feed
Have a private secure highquality video session with your
practitioner that even works well
in low bandwidth environments.
Your conversation works on
Chrome, Firefox and Safari
browsers on both PC and MAC.
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Easy Scheduling
Schedule your session easily online or with our team. You’ll get
automated appointment reminders and emails to ensure you
show up to your appointment on time.

Secure Messaging and Instant Chat
Message and chat with our qualified team for post-session follow
up and coaching support. All messages are securely stored on
the Thera-Link servers.

Easy Payments
Employees who request
additional support outside
the employer plan can pay
easily and safely in their
private account.

Secure File Transfer
Any related referral
documents, notes or your
private information that
needs to be sent to your
practitioner can be securely
transferred over the TheraLink portal.

theburnoutclinic.com
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When Analog meets Digital

Helps to scale your mental health benefits in your
organization
More than a clinic, we’re a community with valuable partners to help
your organization scale the value of positive mental health and
wellness in the workplace.

Looking for an easy way to engage your people and encourage
positive behaviours and cultural change to overcome burnout?

VacationFund.io
Vacation Fund is an employer matched vacation saving
platform that allows employees to direct a portion of
their paycheck into a separate Vacation Fund Account
and allows companies to top up those contributions. An
easy and simple to use system, this solution encourages
employees to take vacations to recharge and makes their
trips more financially attainable.
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Avail.app
Avail is an employee engagement and well-being management
solution. Avail proactively supports employees across the spectrum of
well-being by helping them understand the roots of their well-being
challenges, and find personalized care resources for them to
persevere.
With brief weekly mental health & well-being check-ups that detect
issues early, Avail direct members towards care resources and identify
when the organization as a whole is at risk.

Through Avail, members can access a network of 24/7 on-demand
care professionals to help them be at their best. Companies working
with Avail see a reduction in absenteeism, presenteeism, and attrition
within the first few months.

Sign Up at: www.theburnoutclinic.com/mobile-app
and get a Free Invitation

theburnoutclinic.com
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Got Questions?
You’re not the only one, here are some popular ones.
What is Mental Emotional Release?

Mental and Emotional Release® Therapy
is a clinically researched approach to
help you release stress, anxiety, fear and
other negative emotions. You will be
able to utilize MER to overcome
procrastination,
depression
and
phobias.
We recommend you buy the Mental
Emotional Release book above and read
the first four chapters before you make
any decisions.

How fast can I breakthrough my
burnout?

The burnout intervention process is a 2day, 8 hour process. After the two days,
we will release all the limiting beliefs and
emotional baggage associated with your
chosen area of life. During our follow up
sessions, we will use other tools to clean
up any unwarranted behaviors that may
slow you down from moving forward.

Can I do this alone?

That's great! We are a complementary
therapeutic approach that support other
modalities. We will require a referral
from your therapist to ensure that you
get the best out of your treatments and
ensure that we all share the same
highest goals for your well-being.

To get the most benefit out of the
treatment, you will work will a qualified
NLP Master Practitioner. We also
encourage you to work with others in
your organization for increased
accountability and follow through after
the process, however we do accept
individual consults and offer coaching
services. Make an appointment with us
so we can learn more about your
personal needs.

Will I end up quitting my job after
this?

How does this relate to job
performance?

What if I'm currently seeing a
therapist?

No. You'll feel much more resourceful
and motivated to focus on your goals.
However, with your new found resources
you'll be more aware of the type of
environment that is more aligned to your
personal values to help you design your
own meaningful work.
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You will feel more engaged and
determined to achieve the goals that
fulfill who you are. You will also learn new
leadership skills to help you
appropriately set the healthy boundaries
to prevent future burnout and identify
unhealthy work habits in your life and
environment.

Is this going to be expensive?

We have designed this program to fit the
budget of a typical quality vacation. So if
you are intending to use travel abroad as
your form of escape, then consider this
program as an option to get a deeper
level of transformation with the benefits
of relaxation, culture and adventure you
might be looking for in your next
vacation getaway from your burnout.
Schedule an appointment with us to
learn more about the program.

Are flights and accommodation
included?

We offer both inclusive packages, or
separated flights, travel and stays in the
program. We have partners and agents
who can help you get the best deal with
your stay in Canada and Belize, as well
as offer packages to fit your vacation
needs.

Do you cover insurance or any
financial assistance?

We do not cover any health insurance,
however we do recommend you speak
with your HR team around EAPs, WSAs
and policies to use any training and
development budget set aside to
supplement the cost of this program.
Speak with us about financing or setting
up a payment plan if you qualify.

What is NLP?
NLP stands for Neuro Linguistic
Programming. Neuro refers to your
neurology; Linguistic refers to language;
programming refers to how that neural
language functions. NLP is a set of tools
and techniques, but it is so much more
than that. It is an attitude and a
methodology of knowing how to
achieve your goals and get results.

Is NLP related to therapy or
counselling?

We don't follow approaches of
diagnosing and treating symptoms or
give advice by listening to your
problems. With NLP, we utilize different
tools and techniques to rapidly change
unconscious behaviors, access
resourceful states, resolve internal
conflicts, shift beliefs and remove
limitations with our goal to help you get
results.

theburnoutclinic.com
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What is Coaching?

Why Coaching?

Coaching has become a vital
management and leadership tool. It
gives the structured support, guidance
and confidence to enable clients to
develop and continue to improve their
performance. The goal of coaching is to
be thought provoking and ask deeper
questions that are potent and powerful
to help create new patterns for clients to
take action and achieve their desired
outcomes.

We believe coaching as a practice is here
to stay in the Future of Work, especially
when it comes to creating meaningful
work. Being engaged means being
accountable to yourself and motivated to
want to be creative for your organization.
It's also the company vision and mission
that drives your own personal goals and
achievements, and a coach is someone
that can help you keep focused towards
them.

What are the responsibilities of the
coach?

Are Coaches experts in the Client's
professional field?

Coaches responsibilities include helping
clients discover, clarify and align with
what the clients wants to achieve.
Encourage the client's self-discovery
process. Elicit client-generated solutions
and strategies to help them take action
and achieve their goals. Utilize NLP tools
and techniques to assist the client in
achieving their goals. Holding the client
responsible and accountable.

How is Breakthrough coaching
different than other coaching
services?

Breakthrough coaching focuses on
releasing limiting beliefs, decisions and
emotional baggage before setting goals
and taking action. This ensures that
client's don't project their deeper rooted
issues onto their goals and actions, and
subsequently achieving their goals to
discover it doesn't align to what's deeply
important.
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Coaching is different from consulting or
mentorship. Coaching is a do-with
process. The client is an expert in his or
her own career and life - the coaches
responsibility is to hold the space for the
client's vision, and help client's tap into
their own resources and insights to
become personally and professionally
empowered.

How long and where are the
workshops held?

Can workshops and coaching be
done online?

Each workshop covers 16 hours. Our
workshops are divided across
knowledge, exercises and
demonstrations to most effectively
integrate the teachings into relevant
experiences. Workshops are arranged at
an offsite meeting space for your team
for a deeper transformational
experience.

Workshops can be done both in-person
or online as a webinar. All coaching is
done online and can be facilitated in our
Toronto or Belize locations depending
on timing and availability. We can help
craft the best solution for you. Please
book a discovery strategy appointment
with our team

Can we combine workshops with
the Burnout Retreats?

Are there public workshops?

Absolutely. While the Burnout Retreats
include a 3 month program around
creating meaningful work, our
workshops are designed to educate the
organization around burnout and
provide strategies and tools to prevent
burnout. We recommend bringing in a
corporate workshop to invite members
of your team to learn about the effects of
burnout and what to do to reverse it.

Our corporate workshops are designed
and focused on private clients only. We
value creating results and working
directly with leaders and teams to ensure
that the knowledge and action plans are
tailored to successfully navigate the
challenges and opportunities within our
client organization. If you're personally
looking to learn about these topics, we
can assist you in bringing these
workshops to your organization.

Do you offer consulting services on
culture and creating meaningful
work?

Didn’t answer your
specific question?

Email us at:
partner@theburnoutclinic.com

We do not offer any consulting services.
Our goal with our corporate training and
breakthrough coaching is to equip
leaders within the organization with the
knowledge, strategies and resources
needed to create meaningful work that
both empowers the individual and
organization. We can work along-side
your strategic initiatives with our
coaching services.

theburnoutclinic.com
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Reclaim Your Motivation with
meaningful work.
Helping leaders and companies overcome burnout
Our team is highly dedicated to ensuring quality care and
support towards encouraging a lifestyle that's healthy, fulfilling
and empowering. We focus on certified clinical processes and
holistic practices to support and supplement mental health and
emotional well-being.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing productivity
Higher engagement and performance
Empowering your culture
Reducing employee turnover
Lowering absenteeism
Increased retention
Total Rewards and Total Wellness
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On a mission to redefine the workplace as a vital
community to empower the way we work.
Book a free consultation now.

partner@theburnoutclinic.com | www.theburnoutclinic.com

